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10-11 March 2018

Symposium in Ancient and
Medieval Philosophy
Feminine Perspectives

The beasts in the 'Beatus'
manuscripts: the visual language of
heterogeneity (11th-12th centuries)

March 15-17, 2018

curated by Nadia Consiglieri
Firenze, via Cristoforo Landino, 2

Room W-5215, Thérèse-Casgrain Building
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM),
Montreal, Canada

https://www.nuovomedioevo.it/2018/01/05
/seminar-the-beasts-in-the-beatusmanuscripts-the-visual-language-ofheterogeneity/

https://feminineperspectives2018.wordpr
ess.com/

VIII International Medieval
Meeting Lleida
The legacy of fundamental
structures in Plato’s Timaeus for
Medieval and Renaissance Europe

25th-28th June 2018
2 SPECIAL STRANDS:

Durham, UK
14-16 March 2018

"Emotions in the Middle Ages. A historiographical
appraisal"

http://www.dcamp.uk/events/legacy-timaeusconference/

"Cohesion of multiethnic societies, c. 6th-16th"
Enrolment open for papers, sessions, posters and
business until 18th March 2018
www.internationalmedievalmeetinglleida.udl.cat
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Calls for Paper
Humans and Nature

From Quadrivium to Natural Sciences:
New Impulses in the Traditional
Framework

FINO Graduate Conference in History of Philosophy

Ostrava, Czech Republic
15-16 November 2018

The History of Philosophy curriculum of the NorthWestern Italian Philosophy Consortium (FINO) and
the Collegio Giasone del Maino di Pavia are pleased to
announce the 5th edition of the International
Graduate Conference in History of Philosophy, which
will take place on Sept. 17-18, 2018, in Pavia. The topic
of the 2018 edition is “Humans and Nature”.
Submissions are invited that engage with the
philosophical question of naturalism, in particular
with the attempts, and refusals of a naturalistic
explanation of the human realm from antiquity to the
mid 19th-Century. Both the metaphysical and the
methodological meaning of naturalism will be taken
into account; special attention will be paid to its
materialistic developments, to the criticisms of
supernaturalistic issues, and of teleological
investigations. The invited presenters include Sabrina
Ebbersmeyer (University of Copenhagen), Ann
Thomson (European University Institute, Florence),
and Stéphane Toussaint (CNRS-LEM-PSL, Paris).
Invited speakers will give plenary lectures, and discuss
the presentations of the PhD students in their section.
Papers can be in English or French, and should not
exceed 30 minutes presentation time (and followed by
approximately 20 minutes of discussion).

The conference aims to provide an opportunity to
discuss
research
and
share
ideas
among
the philosophers and historians of science concerning
the inquiry into nature, which was primarily
represented by quadrivial disciplines and medicine
during the early Middle Ages and further developer
in reaction to emerging translations of Greek and
Arabic
texts
on nature.
The stress
is
put
on the transformations
in time,
crossing
the boundaries,
and
progressive
introduction
of “otherness” into the traditional conceptions.
http://ff.osu.cz/kfi/22159/from-quadrivium-tonatural-sciences/

Foreign Knowledge – Medieval Attitudes
towards the Unknown
Ruhr-University Bochum
14-16 June 2018

SUBMISSIONS

https://www.hsozkult.de/event/id/termine-36464

Graduate students (Master, PhD students and those
who have defended their doctoral thesis not earlier
than 2016) can submit proposals for papers of
approximately 30 minutes. The submission deadline is
June 15th, 2018. Successful applicants will be notified
by July 1st, 2016. Please send the following to
paola.rumore@unito.it in .doc(x), .rtf, or .pdf format:
(1.) A cover letter containing the following
information: (a) author’s name (b) institutional
affiliation (c) contact information, (d) title of the
paper.
(2.) The title and a detailed abstract (in English or
French, one page in length) of the paper. This should
be prepared for blind refereeing, i.e. showing no
information identifying the author or the author’s
institutional affiliation. Participants will be offered
accommodation in the Collegio Giasone del Maino in
Pavia (via Luino, 4). Travel expenses cannot be
covered. No registration fees are required.
Conference organizers: Carla Casagrande (Università
di Pavia), Gianni Paganini (Università del Piemonte
orientale), Paola Rumore (Università di Torino).
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Calls for Application
ICREA Research Professor
Call link with all information about the application procedure: https://www.icrea.cat/en/calls
Feel free to contact Prof. Daniel Gamper (Director of the Dept., Daniel.Gamper@uab.cat) for
information about the Department, and Prof. Thomas Sturm (Thomas.Sturm@uab.cat) for
details
about
the
ICREA
system.
Please note: The ultimate decision concerning these postdoctoral fellowships are made by the
Catalan Institute for Research and advanced Studies (ICREA), not by the Dept. of Philosophy.
However, applicants need to name a host institution, and the host institution will have to write
a letter of support. Our support will be provided subject to an evaluation of the candidate’s
curriculum
and
his
fit
with
our
department.
The Department of Philosophy at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona provides a lively
intellectual environment. Our recent and ongoing research projects include topics such as
theories of rationality at the interface between philosophy and the sciences; the epistemology
and ethics of public health; cognitive science and philosophy of mind; cosmology from
antiquity to modernity; philosophy of contemporary art; gender studies. etc.

Lecturer in Latin and Manuscript Studies
University of Kent, Centre for Medieval and Early Modern Studies
Deadline 12 March 2018
https://www11.i-grasp.com/fe/tpl_kent01.asp?newms=jj&id=41502&aid=14243
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Lecturer in philosophy
Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies
Faculty of Arts, Charles University
The Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies, Faculty of Arts, Charles University
invites applications for one full-time three-year position at the lecturer level (starting at AP2
in the Czech scale), beginning October 1st 2018.
Info about the department: http://ufar.ff.cuni.cz/10/about-our-department
Official announcement at the web of the Faculty of
Arts: https://www.ff.cuni.cz/2018/01/open-competition-january-11-2018-departmentphilosophy-religious-studies/
Deadline: 15th March 23:59h

Brepols Publishers - Erasmus+ programme (traineeship)
Duration: no less than 3 months (up to 12 months).Working hours: 6 hours/day (from 08.30
to
14.30).
Skills: excellent communication skills; team player; broad knowledge of European history and
cultures,
across
countries,
periods,
languages
and
disciplines
Degree (relevant to): Philology, Language & Literature, History, Archeology, Philosophy,
Theology.
Obligations: supporting a team of Bibliographers working on Brepols Publishers’ databases
(L'Année philologique, International Medieval Bibliography, International Bibliography for
Humanisme
and
Renaissance,
Index
Religiosus).
Languange Requirements: English (C1 or C2); Good command of any other language will be
an
advantage.
Fees & Fundings: European Union-Erasmus+ programme funding; 200€/per month from
Brepols
Pulishers
as
accomodation
fees.
Office:
Brepols
Publishing
Services, Ermou
55, 54623
Thessaloniki,
Greece
Further information: dimitrios.kyratzis@brepols.net

Assistant Professor, Philosophy
Lewis University
Romeoville, Illinois
Deadline: 2 June 2018
https://jobs.lewisu.edu/postings/3075

Assistant Director
APRA Foundation, Berlin
http://adrianpiper.com/docs/APRAFBerlinAssistantDirector2018.pdf
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Nuevas Publicaciones

Llull Ars
Este Book-App es una presentación abreviada de la obra filosófica y literaria
del polígrafo mallorquín Ramon Llull. A través de cinco símbolos de la
cosmovisión medieval, aún vigentes, y en igual número de capítulos, nos
presentan un breve excurso por la biografía intelectual de uno de los
pensadores más relevantes de la historia del pensamiento ibérico.
https://www.ucm.es/apps
https://itunes.apple.com/es/app/llull-ars/id1347105603
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=es.ucm.fll.llullars
~~~

Secrets and Discovery in the Middle Ages
J. Meirinhos, C. López, J. Rebalde (eds.)
(TEMA, 90)
http://www.brepols.net/Pages/ShowProduct.aspx?prod_id=IS9782503577456-1
~~~

Juan Pedro Montferrer Sala and Pedro Mantas España

De Toledo a Córdoba

Tathlīth al-Waḥdāniyyah (‘La Trinidad de la Unidad’) Fragmentos
teológicos de un judeoconverso arabizado
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http://editorialsinderesis.com/producto/de-toledo-a-cordoba
~~~

Andreas Lammer

The Elements of Avicenna's Physics
Greek Sources and Arabic Innovations
De Gruyter, 2018
www.degruyter.com/view/product/488467
~~~

Scripta Mediaevalia
volumen 10

Con número temático:

Concepciones tomasianas de persona, derecho y poder
Link de descarga:
http://revistas.uncu.edu.ar/ojs/index.php/scripta/issue/view/82
~~~

Regards sur les traditions philosophiques
(XIIe-XVIe siècles)
eds. Dragos Calma and Zénon Kaluza
Leuven University Press, 350p.
http://upers.kuleuven.be/en/book/9789462701243
~~~

Corpus Christianorum Continuatio Mediaevalis (CCCM 266)
Raimundus Lullus

Opera latina XXXVIII (142-153)
in Montepessulano anno MCCCIX conscripta, quibus epistolae tres loco et
tempore incerto adnectuntur
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F. Domínguez Reboiras (ed.)
CXV+364 p., 1 colour ill., 8 b/w tables, 155 x 245 mm, 2017
http://www.brepols.net/Pages/ShowProduct.aspx?prod_id=IS9782503557038-1
~~~

Optics, Ethics, and Art in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth
Centuries: Looking into Peter of Limoges's Moral
Treatise on the Eye
Edited by Herbert L. Kessler and Richard G. Newhauser
(PIMS, 2018)
http://www.pims.ca/publications/new-and-recenttitles/publication/optics-ethics-and-art-in-the-thirteenth-and-fourteenthcenturies-looking-into-peter-of-limoges-s-moral-treatise-on-the-eye
~~~

Juan de Santo Tomás

La naturaleza y las causas
ed. Juan Cruz Cruz
http://editorialsinderesis.com/producto/la-naturaleza-y-las-causas
~~~

Francisco José García

El culto a Ramón Llull
en la Mallorca del siglo XVIII
http://editorialsinderesis.com/producto/el-culto-a-ramon-llull-en-lamallorca-del-siglo-xviii
~~~
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Les Etudes Philosophiques 2018/1

L’interprétation mathématique de Platon
Dirigé par Marwan Rashed et Thomas Auffret

Comunicaciones
6th FIDEM Congress

Past and Future: Medieval Studies Today
Basel, 2-4 September 2018
The 6th European Congress of Medieval Studies of the Fédération Internationale des
Instituts d’Études Médiévales (FIDEM) will be organized by the Department of Arts,
Media, and Philosophy of the University of Basel, Switzerland.
Subject
There was a time, not so long ago, when Medieval Studies constituted a major pillar for
the understanding of the history of human civilization. The Middle Ages bridge the gap
between ancient culture and Modernity; it is the period during which the Greek and
Roman heritage was transformed into European and Christian values and found
expression in new and different ways in music, art, architecture, literature, philosophy,
and theology – fields, which testify to the cultural evolution of humanity. For this reason,
Medieval Studies had a strong and uncontested position in the curricula of many
institutions of higher education, especially
in the Western world.

Today, things are different. While the medieval contribution to the project of humanity
remains beyond doubt, the challenges facing those interested in history have definitively
changed. In a globalizing world, the emergence of the universities, gothic architecture,
polyphony, and urban culture, can no longer be studied in isolation. Their significance
must be assessed against the background of developments elsewhere in the world, for
instance, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia. Today, what does the medieval past mean for
a global and culturally diverse future?
Medieval Studies have always excelled by their vigorous scholarly methods and their
inventiveness: it is within this realm that new methods of critical text editing were
developed and became the standard across all the humanities; medievalists were among
the first to seize the opportunities and chances offered by the digitization of texts;
interdisciplinary research is the rule rather than the exception. With these features,
Medieval Studies are well equipped to develop convincing answers to the challenges of
the future in front of them. Distinguished by a vast regional diversity as well as global
interaction and exchange, the Middle Ages both question and inspire our contemporary
understanding as citizens of a globalizing world, a promising challenge calling for new
ideas and powerful institutions suited to put the ‘European’ Middle Ages into relation
with human achievements elsewhere on the globe.
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Currently, different replies to these new challenges are under discussion, each with its
own potentials and risks: global medievalism, digital humanities, comparative history,
rethinking the cultural narrative. To present and debate these approaches and to
exchange views about successful perspectives of Medieval Studies, the Fédération
Internationale des Instituts d’Etudes Médiévales (FIDEM) devotes its 6th European
Congress of Medieval Studies to the topic of “Past and Future: Medieval Studies Today”.
By way of plenary talks and discussion sessions, specialist from the fields of Arts,
History, Philosophy, and Literature will share with the audience their views about the
possible future of Medieval Studies
website: http://fidemweb.org/fidem-congress/
SOFIME es miembro de FIDEM, por eso nuestros socios pueden participar en el
Congreso / SOFIME é membro da FIDEM, por isso todos os nossos sócios podem
participar no Congresso.

Iberica Philosophica Mediaevalia
Communication Management (Iberica Philosophica Medievalia and sofime.eu):
Communication Management (Iberica Philosophica Medievalia and sofime.eu):
Nicola Polloni: nicola.polloni@aol.com
Nicola Polloni: nicola.polloni@aol.com
Social Media
Management
(SOFIME
on Facebook and Twitter):
Social Media Management
(SOFIME
on Facebook
and Twitter):
Pilar Herráiz Oliva: piliherraiz@gmail.com
Pilar Herráiz Oliva: piliherraiz@gmail.com
SOFIME Website: https://sofime.eu
To become a member: https://sofime.eu/socios
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